The identification of reliable terms from domain-specific corpora using computational methods is a task that has to be validated manually by specialists, which is a highly time-consuming activity. To reduce this effort and improve term candidate selection, we implemented the Token Slot Recognition method, a filtering method based on terminological tokens which is used to rank extracted term candidates from domain-specific corpora. This paper presents the implementation of the term candidates filtering method we developed in linguistic and statistical approaches applied for automatic term extraction using several domain-specific corpora in different languages. We observed that the filtering method outperforms term candidate selection by ranking a higher number of terms at the top of the term candidate list than raw frequency, and for statistical term extraction the improvement is between 15% and 25% both in precision and recall. Our analyses further revealed a reduction in the number of term candidates to be validated manually by specialists. In conclusion, the number of term candidates extracted automatically from domain-specific corpora has been reduced significantly using the Token Slot Recognition filtering method, so term candidates can be easily and quickly validated by specialists.
Introduction
Since the early 1980s, Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) has been considered a relevant Natural Language Processing task involving terminology and has been used to identify domain-relevant terms by applying computational methods (Oliver et al. 2007; Foo 2012) . Automatic Term Extraction has been considered relevant due to its accurate terminology construction that can improve a wide range of tasks, such as ontology learning, machine translation, computer-assisted translation, thesaurus construction, classification, indexing, information retrieval, as well as text mining and automatic summarisation (Heid and McNaught 1991; Frantzi and Ananiadou 1997; Vu et al. 2008) . To this end, different linguistic, statistical and hybrid methods have been implemented to automatically identify domain-relevant terms and to assist in the manual term selection done by specialists (Kageura and Umino 1996; Pazienza et al. 2005; Valaski et al. 2015) . However, the main automatic term extraction methods implemented up to now usually involve extracting a large list of term candidates that has to be manually selected by specialists (Bourigault et al. 2001; Vivaldi and Rodríguez 2001) . This is a highly time-consuming activity and a repetitive task that poses the risk of being unsystematic, subjective, and very costly in economic terms (Loukachevitch 2012; Conrado et al. 2013; Vasiļjevs et al. 2014) . Therefore, it is difficult to select the most reliable terms from the corpora (Nazarenko and Zargayouna 2009; Gornostay 2010) .
In order to achieve a more accurate and precise term candidate selection, we implemented the Token Slot Recognition (TSR) method, a filtering method based on terminological tokens which is used to rank extracted term candidates from domain-specific corpora. The TSR filtering method has been implemented in TBXTools, a term extraction tool, and can be used both with statistical and linguistic term extraction (Oliver and Vàzquez 2015) . The method is based on the hypothesis that complex terms are formed by tokens that tend to appear in the same position in other complex terms. We observed that terminological tokens tend to appear in the same positions by analysing some of IATE's glossaries. Specifically, we extracted terminological tokens from IATE's Economics and Health glossaries in English, Spanish and French in order to identify the number of tokens in each position (Table 1) . The primary goal of our study is to determine whether the TSR filtering method applied along with linguistic and statistical term extraction approaches provides a more accurate and precise term candidate's selection, to better validate terms from candidates and avoid the long post-revision of the output carried out by a specialist. This primary goal is based on two hypotheses: The first hypothesis, leads us to presuppose that a filtering method based on reference terms as well as the frequency of occurrence of a term in a corpus used to rank a list of term candidates, could provide an accurate and precise term candidate selection. The second hypothesis leads us to assume that this filtering method, ranking the most likely term candidates to the top of the list, could improve the manual term selection done by specialists.
In order to address this goal and the baseline hypotheses, this paper describes the TSR filtering method implementation in linguistic and statistical term extraction approaches using TBXTools. The filtering method has been applied in several domain-specific corpora (Economics, Medicine, and Social Services) and different languages (English, French, Spanish, and Catalan) .
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the background of automatic term extraction is described. In Section 3, the materials used and the method implemented to extract and automatically filter terms from corpora are presented. The results and discussion are described in detail in Section 4. The paper is concluded with some final remarks and ideas for future research.
Background
The task of automatic term extraction uses computational methods to select term candidates from a corpus that can then be processed to carry out a terminology project (Oliver et al. 2007; Foo 2012) . Automatic term extraction methods employ different strategies in order to obtain lexical units that are representative of specialised corpora. Then, these methods are briefly described and classified according to the strategy they employ: linguistic, statistical, hybrid, or machine learning (Pazienza et al. 2005; Lossio-Ventura et al. 2014; Valaski et al. 2015) .
Linguistic approaches have already been used in early works on terminology extraction. Ananiadou, for example, (1988 Ananiadou, for example, ( , 1994a Ananiadou, for example, ( , 1994b , focuses on lexical morphology, and there is also interest in developing methodologies for the recognition of terms that can apply theoretical training related to the formation of terms. In addition, Daille (1997) and Jacquemin (1999) made a thorough syntactic analysis of term candidates, including a morphological analysis and dependency analysis (head-modifier dependency analysis). Linguistic methods seek to identify terms by considering their syntactic patterns (Pazienza et al. 2005) , the grammatical form of terminological units (Bourigault 1992) , linguistic patterns from which systems can establish correct forms, linguistic knowledge (Basili et al. 1997) , or regu-lar expressions to identify candidate terms (Daille 1994; Justeson and Katz 1995) . The linguistic knowledge that these methods use can recognise words based on: lexicographic resources, as in the case of Fastr (Jacquemin 1994) ; morphological resources, as in the case of Terms (Justeson and Katz 1995) ; morphosyntactic resources, as in the case of Termino (David and Plante 1990) ; extraction of the maximum length noun phrases based on a superficial grammatical analysis and an analysis of the maximum length of noun phrases to extract appropriate term candidate units, as in the case of Lexter (Bourigault et al. 1996) ; grammatical category and word alignment, as in the case of Termight (Dagan and Church 1994) ; syntactic functions, as in the case of Nodalida (Arppe 1995) ; and occasionally filtering terms based on non-terms morphology and contextual analysis (Drouin 1997) . The current terminology recognition methods incorporate automatic morphosyntactic tagging (part-of-speech tagging), allowing for the categorisation of each word in a lexicon type. They apply regular expressions based on matching patterns and use linguistic filters to refine the results in order to identify the terms in a document.
Statistical approaches use common calculations from other areas such as information retrieval and collocation detection to determine the possibility that a candidate extracted from a corpus is a term. To do so, these calculations take into account the unithood, 'the degree of strength or stability of syntagmatic combinations and collocations' , and termhood, 'the degree that a linguistic unit is related to domain-specific concepts' of a term (Kageura and Umino 1996, 260) . Unithood measurements rely on statistical tests to determine the degree of association between the components of a candidate term, ranging from simple frequencies to more complex measures. Lexical association measures extract the candidates that are more likely to be terms by degree of association, such as the log-likelihood ratio, the Pearson chi-squared test, the Odds ratio, the PHI coefficient, the Student's t test, the Dice coefficient or mutual information measure (Evert and Krenn 2001, Evert 2005; Wong et al. 2007; Vàzquez and Oliver 2013) . Termhood employs measures of relevance such as those used in information retrieval. Frequency is the termhood calculation highlighted to identify relevant textual relationships and multiword units, as indicated in Smadja (1993) , Daille (1995) , McEnery et al. (1997) , Merkel and Andersson (2000) , Piao and McEnery (2001) and Pereira et al. (2004) . The frequency of occurrence of a term in a corpus is a statistically significant scale in the task of automatic extraction of terms, because the more times the candidate appears in a context, the more evidence there is of it being a term. However, the frequency calculation has to be combined with another filtering method in order to determine whether a unit has a terminological status.
Hybrid approaches combine linguistic and statistical methods and allow the status of a linguistic unit to be confirmed or denied. The profitability of lexical association measures increases when the statistical knowledge is applied to the list of previously selected candidates from linguistic filters, because the linguistic filters help to select candidates before applying numerical tests, as is the case in Acabit (Daille 1995) and Clarit (Evans and Zhai 1996) . One of the first systems using a hybrid approach was Earl (1970) . In this work, the noun phrases are first extracted as term candidates and then they are selected according to the frequency of appearance in the corpus. In Daille's (1994) work, the linguistic candidates obtained from syntactic patterns are filtered with different statistical measures such as log-likelihood, frequency, and mutual information. Justeson and Katz (1995) implemented a similar system in which regular expressions are used to extract linguistic candidates from a corpus, which are ranked by frequency. A hybrid method is also used in ANA (Automatic Natural Acquisition of terminology) (Enguehard and Pantera 1995) . First, it extracts simple terms from the corpus according to the criterion of frequency. After this, these terms are used in combination with linguistic character heuristics and considerations of frequency to extract other term candidates. Dias (2003) proposed a hybrid system called HELAS (Hybrid Extraction of Lexical Association), which extracts multiword units from a corpus previously morphosyntactically annotated. Unlike conventional methods, it automatically identifies relevant syntactical patterns. It combines linguistic processing using the mutual expectation statistical measure to obtain a level of cohesion that exists in multiword units. A recent study about approaches and strategies applied to relevant term extraction indicates that the hybrid approaches are the most relevant, and the strategies that use noun identification, compound terms and TF-IDF metrics are the most significant (Valaski et al. 2015) .
A further step is to deepen linguistic analysis using semantic and contextual information. For this, semantic strategies are used to refine the results with statistical and linguistic extraction methods. There are basically two types of these strategies. The first involves using lexical semantic categories from an external lexical source of the corpus, such as WordNet (Miller 1995) , EuroWordNet (Vossen 1998) or AlethDic (Naulleau 1998) , which organise lexicons from the meaning of words so they can be integrated into a candidate extraction tool. The second of these strategies involves extracting the semantic categories of the words from the same corpus through contextual elements that refer to the syntactic-semantic combination of words (Fabre 1996) . Maynard and Ananiadou (1999) use contextfactor to introduce the semantic and contextual information, and Velardi et al. (2001) use domain relevance and domain consensus to achieve a similar purpose. External semantic resources are used in particular for building ontologies in the medical domain to achieve quick access to relevant information by taking advan-tage of the thesaurus (Bentounsi and Boufaida 2013; Messaoudi et al. 2013; Dramé et al. 2014; Bouslimi et al. 2016) .
In recent research, automatic term extraction is done using machine learning tasks (Fedorenko et al. 2013) , because they are able to independently learn how to recognise a term, facilitate the use of a large number of measures, and save time extracting terms (Conrado et al. 2013) . Supervised machine learning methods are used to extract special domain terms (Liu et al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2009 ) and are designed for specific entity classes and integrating term extraction and term classification (Lossio-Ventura et al. 2016) .
The integration of terminological resources in a term extraction process at the filtering step is implemented successfully in Fastr (Jacquemin 1994) . Furthermore, the use of terminology in Yatea (Aubin and Hamon 2006) positively influences the identification of nominal phrases, the linguistic analysis, and finally the extraction from the terms list. In addition, Jiang et al. (2015) uses the title words and the keywords in research papers as the seeding terms to identify similar terms from an open-domain corpus as the candidate terms.
Materials and methods
In order to get a more accurate and precise term candidate selection, we implemented the Token Slot Recognition method, a filtering method which uses terminological units to rank extracted term candidates from domain-specific corpora. The algorithm is based on the concept of terminological token, that is, a token or word of a term (or the whole term in the case of unigram terms) to filter out term candidates. Thus, a unigram term is formed by a token that can be the first token of a term (FT) or the last token of a term (LT) depending on the language, a bigram term is formed by FT LT, a trigram term is formed by FT MT LT (where MT is the middle token of a term), and a tetragram term is formed by FT MT 1 MT 2 LT. In general, an n-gram term is formed by FT MT 1 [..] MT n-2 LT. The algorithm reads the terminological tokens from a list of already known terms and stores them in three different stacks: The algorithm performs this filtering process recursively, that is, by enlarging the list of terminological elements with the new selected term candidates. In strict mode this is not possible, as all the validated candidates are formed with already known terminological tokens and no new elements are acquired. With flexible filtering, however, it is possible to extract new terminological units, as the candidates are validated if they have a terminological unit in any position, so the rest of the tokens can be added to the stacks as new terminological units. Taking into account that the precision of strict filtering in the higher positions is higher than that of flexible filtering but flexible filtering is able to validate more term candidates, a new filtering strategy has been designed: combined TSR filtering. In combined TSR filtering, strict filtering is first used and is then followed by flexible filtering.
It should be noted that in flexible and combined TSR filtering the term candidates are processed in each iteration in descending order of frequency; that is, the most frequent term candidates are filtered first. If a term candidate is not filtered out, this is stored in the output stack following that order. Since the process is recursive in these filtering strategies, the term candidates that have been filtered out in the previous iteration are processed again in descending order of frequency in the following iterations. If they are not filtered out in this iteration, they are stored in that order after the term candidates accepted in the previous iteration. The process is repeated until no new terminological tokens are detected.
The TSR filtering method can be applied to terms longer than trigrams in any of the variants. TSR can also be applied to discover new unigram terms from ter-minological tokens appearing in complex terms, but cannot be applied to filter new unigram candidates from already known unigram terms.
Results and discussion

Experimental settings
In this study, the TSR filtering method was experimented in seven controlled corpora, including four languages (English, Spanish, French and Catalan) and three domain-specific corpora (Economics, Health and Social Services). The corpora were controlled in the sense that the terms in the corpora were manually selected and validated by specialists. The following corpora were used:
-JRC Economics English corpus -JRC Economics Spanish corpus -JRC Economics French corpus -IULA Economics Spanish corpus -IULA Health Spanish corpus -TERMCAT Social Services Spanish corpus -TERMCAT Social Services Catalan corpus These corpora and the term list come from three sources. The JRC Economics in English, Spanish and French were compiled by Vàzquez (2014) . The IULA corpora (Badia et al. 1998; Vivaldi 2009 ) were created at the University Institute for Applied Linguistics (IULA), a research and graduate training centre at Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona (Spain). The Social Services corpora were created by the TERMCAT, the Government of Catalonia and the Institute of Catalan Studies' centre for Catalan language terminology.
The experiments were implemented using bigram terms. To do so, the corpora were divided into two parts: one smaller part, called training, and one bigger part, called test. Two subsets of the terms present were created: the training set, formed by the already known terms present in the training corpus, and the test set, formed by the terms present in the test corpus. Please note that a term can be in both term sets. The size of the corpora and term sets are shown in Table 2 .
The test corpora were used to perform the term extraction processes. Then, the training term sets were used to attain the terminological tokens used by the filter to apply the TSR filtering. The test term sets were used to perform the automatic evaluation, as these terms are the terms present in the sub-corpus used to perform the terminology extraction. 
Term extraction procedure
To perform the terminology extraction process, a tool developed by our research group known as TBXTools was used (Oliver and Vàzquez 2015) . This tool is able to perform both statistical and linguistic term extraction, and the functionality to perform TSR filtering was recently added. For statistical term extraction, the bigrams of the corpus were extracted and filtered with a stop-word list. Bigrams starting or ending with a word in the list of stop-words were rejected. In Table 3 , the number of words in the stop-word list for each language is shown. To perform linguistic terminology extraction, the corpora first need to be POS tagged. TBXTools can use Freeling (Carreras et al. 2004; Padró and Stanilovsky 2012) to POS tag a corpus and a rich formalism is used to represent linguistic patterns. Thus, regular expressions can be used over the word form, lemma or tag.
For English, the following linguistic patterns were used:
A noun (taking the word form) followed by a noun (taking the lemma)
#||JJ.? |#|NN.?
An adjective (taking the word form) followed by a noun (taking the lemma) #||VBG |#|NN.?
A verb, gerund or present participle (taking the word form) followed by a noun (taking the lemma) For Spanish, French, and Catalan, the following linguistic patterns were used:
|#|NC.* |#|AQ.* A common noun (taking its lemma) followed by an adjective (taking its lemma) |#|NC.* |#|NC.* A common noun (taking its lemma) followed by a common noun (taking its lemma)
The term extraction program detects such patterns in the tagged corpus and sorts them into descending order of frequency.
Results and evaluation
In this section, the results of the TSR filtering along with evaluation figures are presented. The detailed results for one of the corpora, JRC Economics English, will first be presented followed by an evaluation of the figures and a discussion of the rest of the corpora.
Results for JRC Economics English
Statistical term extraction
The statistical term extraction was performed calculating all the bigrams of the corpus (resulting in a total of 14,338 bigrams) and filtering them with the stopword list, for a total of 2,720 term candidates. In Table 4 , the evaluation results for the raw statistical extraction sorting of the candidates by frequency can be observed. The results were examined by position. For example, in position 50, only the 50 first candidates with the highest frequency were taken into account: 16 of these candidates are correct, giving a precision of 32% and a recall of 16.49% (as there are 97 terms in the whole test corpus). In all the tables presented the recall refers to the overall number of terms in the test corpus. When the position is lower than the number of terms in the test corpus, the recall and F1 figures in the tables are marked with an asterisk (*) as it is impossible to retrieve the overall number of terms when analysing a smaller number of term candidates.
Then, the TSR filtering was performed. To do this filtering, the train term list formed by 74 terms was used. All of these terms are bigrams, and 48 first-position terminological tokens and 53 last-position terminological tokens are attained.
First, the strict variant of the TSR filtering was performed; that is, only terms starting with a first position terminological token and ending with a last position terminological token were retained. As already mentioned, only one iteration is possible with the strict variant, as no new terminological tokens are added to the stack and all candidates are validated or rejected in the first iteration. The results of the evaluation can be observed in Table 5 . As this filtering method is very restrictive, only 104 term candidates were obtained, and only evaluation results up to position 100 could be shown. The results show that this filtering method is very productive in terms of precision: for position 100, an increment of 28 points in precision is achieved. However, as the filtering is very restrictive, very few term candidates are obtained (from 2,720 of the raw statistical extraction to only 104 term candidates). It is interesting to note that 60 new term candidates were extracted with the strict TSR filtering, as the remaining 44 were already in the training term list.
If a flexible TSR filtering is now performed, several iterations can be done, as new terminological tokens are included in the stacks. Namely, four iterations can be performed: 1,238 new term candidates were detected in the first iteration, 619 in the second, 62 in the third, and 4 in the fourth. In Table 6 , the evaluation results for flexible TSR filtering are shown. As can be observed, the improvement in precision is now lower -16 points for position 50 -but as new terminological tokens can now be added to the stacks and the process can be run recursively in several iterations, many more results are achieved than with the strict TSR filtering. For position 200 -that is, for the first 200 term candidates -there is an improvement of 7.5 points in precision and 15.46 points in recall. A third filtering strategy, called combined, can then be developed: a strict TSR filtering is performed in a first iteration and then a flexible filtering is done with the rest of the term candidates. In Table 7 , the number of new candidates detected in each iteration is shown. In Table 8 , the evaluation results for combined TSR filtering are shown. As can be observed, the results are exactly the same as with strict TSR filtering up to position 100, since a strict filtering is performed in the first iteration. However, more term candidates can now be found. If the results for lower positions are compared, an improvement with regards to both raw frequency and flexible TSR filtering can be seen. For example, combined filtering has achieved a precision of 14% for position 500, whereas flexible filtering has obtained a precision of 12% and raw frequency a precision of 9%. This improvement in precision is accompanied by an increment in recall (72.16%, 64.95%, and 46.39%, respectively). Linguistic term extraction A linguistic terminology extraction was also performed on the same corpus. The same process was followed and all the evaluation results are shown in Table 9 . A total of 187 term candidates were obtained with the linguistic term extraction process. When strict TSR filtering was performed, only 29 term candidates were obtained, whereas 120 term candidates were obtained with flexible TSR filtering, the same number as with combined filtering. As can be observed in the table, improvements both in precision and recall with flexible and combined TSR filtering have been obtained for position 100. As the number of terms in the test corpus is 97, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 9 . 
Results for JRC Economics Spanish
For statistical term extraction, 13,737 bigrams have been extracted and 3,510 term candidates remained after filtering with stop-words. After combined TSR filtering, a total of 2,310 candidates were obtained. In Table 10 , the evaluation results can be observed. For the first 200 candidates, a precision of 13% with a recall of 32.5% was obtained with raw frequency. Using combined TSR filtering, the precision was improved by 9 points, reaching 22% with an increment of 22.5 points in recall.
Fewer term candidates were obtained using linguistic extraction, with a total of 284. Only 107 remained after combined TSR filtering. If we observe the evaluation results in Table 9 , we can see that combined TSR filtering can provide some improvement up to position 50 (4 points in precision and 2.5 points in recall). As the number of terms in the test corpus is 80, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 10 . 
Results for JRC Economics French
A total of 14,256 bigrams were extracted, and 2,641 term candidates were obtained after filtering with the stop-word list. If we observe the evaluation results in Table 11 for the first 200 candidates, 4 points in precision improvement and a recall improvement of 10.52 points are achieved with combined TSR. For linguistic terminology extraction, a total of 480 term candidates were obtained, and 228 remained after combined TSR filtering. An improvement of 1.5 points in precision and an improvement of 3.95 points in recall were obtained for position 200. As the number of terms in the test corpus is 76, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 11 . 
Results for IULA Economics Spanish
For this corpus, a total of 39,696 bigrams were extracted using statistical terminology extraction, obtaining a total of 18,818 term candidates after filtering with stopwords. After applying combined TSR filtering, 8,670 term candidates remained. An improvement of 10.5 points in precision and 9.95 points in recall was obtained for position 200. For linguistic terminology extraction, a total of 809 term candidates were extracted and 464 remained after combined TSR filtering. Then, improvements up to position 100 were obtained (6 points for precision and 0.22 points for recall), whereas combined TSR filtering achieved worse results than raw frequency for position 200 (−6.5 points for precision and −0.48 points for recall). As the number of terms in the test corpus is 210, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 12 . 
Results for IULA Health Spanish
For this corpus, a total of 90,026 bigrams were extracted using statistical terminology extraction, obtaining a total of 29,882 term candidates after filtering with stop-words. After applying combined TSR filtering, 24,023 term candidates remained. An improvement of 32.5 points in precision and 20.87 points in recall was obtained for position 200. For linguistic terminology extraction, a total of 2,229 term candidates were extracted and 1,062 remained after combined TSR filtering. Improvements up to position 200 were obtained (2.5 points for precision and 0.33 points for recall), but combined TSR filtering achieved worse results than raw frequency for position 500 (−5.6 points for precision and −1.83 points for recall). As the number of terms in the test corpus is 306, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 13 . 
Results for TERMCAT Social Services Spanish
For this corpus, a total of 20,350 bigrams were extracted using statistical terminology extraction, obtaining a total of 5,248 term candidates after filtering with stopwords. After applying combined TSR filtering, 3,420 term candidates remained. For position 200, an improvement of 6 points in precision and 19.67 points in recall were obtained. For linguistic terminology extraction, a total of 888 term candidates were extracted and 386 remained after combined TSR filtering. Thus, improvements for only the 25 first positions were obtained (12 points in precision and 1.64 points in recall). For position 50, poorer results were obtained with combined TSR filtering than with raw frequency (−2 points in precision and −0.55 points in recall). As the number of terms in the test corpus is 61, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 14 . 
Results for TERMCAT Social Services Catalan
For this corpus, a total of 20,727 bigrams were extracted using statistical terminology extraction, obtaining a total of 4,017 term candidates after filtering with stopwords. After applying combined TSR filtering, 2,484 term candidates remained.
An improvement of 32.5 points in precision and 18.7 points in recall was obtained for position 200. For linguistic terminology extraction, a total of 870 term candidates were extracted and 388 remained after combined TSR filtering. Then, improvements for the 200 first positions were obtained (2.5 points in precision and 0.33 points in recall). As the number of terms in the test corpus is 62, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 15 . 
Discussion
This study extensively tested TSR filtering with several corpora in several languages. In addition, it was also tested with two terminology extraction methodologies: statistical and linguistic. In the first corpus, JRC Economics English, all the variants of the TSR filtering were tested: strict, flexible and combined. The experimental results have shown that strict filtering is very productive in terms of precision but it has severe problems in recall since it cannot be run iteratively. Flexible TSR filtering obtains clear improvements in recall, but achieves lower precision figures in the first positions. Observing the evaluation results, it is clear that the best TSR variant is combined TSR filtering, as it has the advantages of strict TSR filtering in the first positions and the advantages of flexible TSR filtering regarding recall. As a general rule, it can be concluded that combined TSR filtering is very productive in the first positions of the results both in terms of precision and recall. In the cases in which a lot of term candidates were obtained (as with statistical term extraction in our experiments), significant improvements are obtained up to position 200 (that is, for the first 200 term candidates with an improvement of 13 points for precision and 26.8 points for recall for JRC Economics English for position 200) and slight improvements are obtained up to position 500 (5 points of precision for position 500 and 2.1 points for position 1000 for the same corpus).
The results are not as good for linguistic term extraction (only 4 points of precision and 0.14 of recall for position 100 for the same corpus), for two main reasons: on the one hand, linguistic term extraction with raw frequency obtains higher precision values than statistical term extraction, so the improvements of TSR filtering are lower; on the other hand, fewer term candidates are obtained with linguistic term extraction.
The TSR filtering method allows for selection of those candidates that are made up of terminological tokens in order to identify terms from specialised corpora. To do so, the method takes into account a list of reference terms to filter term candidates and rank them by frequency. For example, in the JRC Economics English corpus, the method used the reference term monetary policy to identify candidates that contain monetary and/or policy as terminological tokens. Using policy as a terminological token in the LTS, the system validated some correct terms, such as economic policy (with a frequency of 6), but also some incorrect term candidates, such as different policy (with a frequency of 1). Once an incorrect term is validated, its tokens will be added to the stacks, if not already present. In this case different would be added to the FTS. This would lead to incorrect validations in the next iteration, for example different domain (with a frequency of 1). We must keep in mind, however, that the final list of term candidates is created concatenating the validated candidates of each iteration and ranked by frequency, so all the term candidates validated in the first iteration come higher in the list than the term candidates validated in the second iteration. Thus, in this example, the correct term economic policy, validated in the first iteration, is placed in the 6th position, whereas the incorrect term candidate different policy is placed in the 158th position (due to its lower frequency). Likewise, the incorrect term candidate validated in the second iteration, different domain, is placed in the 931st position. It can therefore be said that those candidates ranked at the top of the list are more likely to be terms than those ranked in lower positions. This approach improves term validation from corpora and helps alleviate the long post-revision of candidates carried out by specialists. To further minimize the effect of incorrect validations, the TSR filtering method can be implemented in a user interface where the terminologist manually validates a given number of term candidates in each iteration, ensuring that the terminological tokens fed into the stacks come from correct terms.
All experiments performed so far have been limited to bigrams. However, to obtain some preliminary results, we have performed an initial experiment for trigrams to verify whether the method will again provide good results. We analysed the positions where tokens from trigram terms are placed. This study was carried out on two domains (Economics and Health) and three languages (English, Spanish and French). For Economics and English, 33.92% of the tokens always appear in the first position, 20.87% always in the second position and 20.72% always in the third position, whereas only 6.79% appear in all the three positions and 17.70% appear in any other position combination. Results are comparable for other languages and domains, except for position 2 in Spanish and French, where a lower percentage is seen because we have considered trigrams and the second position is frequently occupied by a preposition in these languages. The figures in the Table 16 indicate that at least the first and the last position are relevant for trigrams. To test the algorithm for trigrams we need a larger corpus in order to have enough trigram terms to evaluate the performance. However, to perform an initial experiment based on trigrams, we used the European Central Bank (ECB) corpus and the IATE trigram terms for Economics and Finance. We created a subcorpus with the segments of the ECB corpus containing at least one of the trigram terms. With this process we have obtained a subcorpus with 16,109 segments. We used the 10% of this subcorpus as the corpus for training and the remaining 90% as a test corpus. Two lists of trigram terms were created: the training list, containing the terms appearing in the training corpus; and the test list, containing the terms in the test corpus. With all these data, we performed an experiment and obtain the results shown in Table 17 . As the number of terms in the test corpus is 910, the recall and F1 values for positions lower than that figure are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 17 .
As we can see, the TSR filtering methodology also performs well for trigrams in our preliminary test set. For position 100, for example, we get 16 points of improvement for strict and combined TSR filtering and 9 points for flexible TSR filtering, with improvements also in recall and F1 measure. As already mentioned, these results must be seen as preliminary. 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a novel filtering strategy to select the term candidates from a term extraction process and place them in the first positions of the list to be manually revised. The methodology uses tokens from already known terms to search term candidates containing some of these tokens. As the process is iterative, the list of terminological tokens can be enriched in each iteration, allowing the discovery of completely new terms. In order to determine whether the TSR filtering method provides a more accurate and precise term candidate's selection, the presented methodology was tested in several corpora in four languages: English, Spanish, French and Catalan. The filtering process was tested along with statistical and linguistic term extraction for each corpus. The evaluation results show that combined TSR filtering is more productive both in terms of precision and recall, especially when a long list of term candidates is extracted, than raw frequency. Indeed, TSR filtering provides an accurate and precise term candidate's selection based on reference terms and ranked by frequency, which allows for improvement on the manual term selection done by specialists. The TSR filtering method with its three variants -strict, flexible and combined -has been implemented in TBXTools, a general tool for terminology extraction, and it is easy to implement in any existing terminology extraction tool.
The TSR filtering method can be used in a fully automatic way or interactively with the user. In this second variant, the user validates the term candidates in each iteration and the new terminological tokens are obtained using only the validated terms. In this way, the terminological token stacks are enriched only with tokens from real terms, avoiding errors in the next iteration.
As a future study, we plan to test the TSR filtering method with larger corpora and in other languages, and also to perform more experiments for trigram and higher n-gram terms for other domains. We also plan to make a comparison of the results with other filtering strategies and association measures. Once the testing and evaluation of the method is done, we plan to integrate the TSR filtering in a tool with a user interface allowing it to run in interactive mode. When this interface is available, we plan to test it with real users in real situations and perform a usability test and user opinion surveys.
